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CHAPTERS 1–2
Before you read
You can use a dictionary for these activities.
 1 Choose the best word to complete these sentences.
 a) A … is an animal.
  fox ❑    book ❑    car ❑
 b) A … has expensive clothes.
  girl ❑    king ❑    man ❑
 c) A … isn’t a child.
  boy ❑    girl ❑    grown-up ❑
 d) We live on a … .
  plane ❑    place ❑    planet ❑
 e) We count … .
  numbers ❑    words ❑    lessons ❑
 f) The word … means ‘different’.
  easy ❑    strange ❑    short ❑

 2 Look at ‘People and Places’ on pages 4–5. Who helps the Little 
Prince in this story, do you think?

After you read
 3 Choose the correct word in italics.
 a) The Little Prince likes / doesn’t like the baobab trees.
 b) The new tree is / isn’t a baobab tree.
 c) The rose wants / doesn’t want water for breakfast.
 d) The Little Prince leaves because the rose is often / never happy.
 e) The rose is sad / angry when the Little Prince leaves.

 4 The Little Prince asks a lot of questions. To whom does he ask these 
questions – the king or the businessman?

 a) ‘Why do you want money?’
 b) ‘Who is listening to you?’
 c) ‘Where are the people?’

 d) ‘What can you buy?’
 e) ‘Why can’t you talk to me?’

 5 What do you think? Choose a picture on pages 6–11. Who is in it? 
What are they saying? What is happening?

CHAPTER 3
Before you read
You can use a dictionary for these activities.
 6 Answer the questions.
 a) Is there usually a lot of water in the desert?
 b) Who is special to you – a person in your family or a person  

in the street?
 c) Can a person live without a heart?
 d) Can people live with tame animals?
 e) How many legs does a snake have?

 7 The Little Prince meets a fox and a snake in Chapter 3. One of them 
teaches him an important lesson. Which one, do you think?

After you read
 8 Answer the questions.
 a) Why doesn’t the Little Prince see any people on Earth?
 b) Are people friendly to the snake?
 c) How can the snake help the Little Prince?
 d) The Little Prince sees a garden of red roses. Why isn’t he happy?
 e) Who does he meet in the rose garden?

 9 Write the words in the sentences. 
  four heart boy friends special tames fox
 a) Boys and foxes are not usually … .
 b) At first, the Little Prince is not … to the fox.
 c) The Little Prince … the fox.


